
GEOTHERMAL WATER PATH 

HEALTH SPAS NEAR ORADEA 

 

Of the about 160 thermal spas in Romania, 23 are of national importance and also 

internationally recognised for the therapeutic effect of their geothermal waters. Felix Spa is 

probably the best known of them, and definitely the largest. It is located 9 km from Oradea 

City. The resort has a temperate continental climate with oceanic influences from the west. 

Summers are not excessively hot and winters are mild. 

The existence and development of the Felix Spa is bound directly to the natural 

thermal springs existent in the area, and to the positive effects of the geothermal waters for 

the health, well known and certified along the centuries.  

The chemical composition of the geothermal water consists of Ca, Mg, Na, K, Li, Mn, 

Fe.  The geothermal water is undrinkable, but it strongly contributes to its therapeutic effect 

in health bathing. 

Felix Spa geothermal waters have a temperature between 40-49 degrees Celsius when 

springing from the ground and the salt concentration of a little over one gram per litre offers 

the waters miraculous properties for most diseases of the muscle-skeletal system, 

degenerative and inflammatory diseases, as well as partial paralysis, paralysis, post-traumatic 

recuperation, neurological diseases. 

Apollo-Felix swimming pool is the most modern thermal aquatic complex in western 

Romania and is open year-round. It has four pools with natural thermal water: 2 pools 

outside, 1 inside and a special swimming pool. All of them are opened all year long, despite 

the cold weather and there is also a tunnel which connects the covered part with the outside. 

The resort has modern treatment facilities, with all necessary for bathing in bathtubs 

or pools with mineral water, physiotherapy pools with thermal mineral water, hot mud 

treatments, physiotherapy, inhalations and aerosols, etc., which allow effective treatment 

even in cold seasons. 
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FELIX SPA – SHORT HISTORY 

 

 

 A local legend has it that by around 1095, King Ladislas himself, while travelling 

through these lands allegedly discovered the thermal therapeutic springs. 

 The oldest testimony of Felix Baths/Spa was in 1221. It appears in a Vatican Diploma 

under the name of “Termae Varadienses” (thermal waters near Oradea Fortress).  

 The healing effect of the thermal waters is marked in the writings of the great 

humanist Nicolaus Olahus, who paid tribute to it in 1536. Later, between 1700 and 

1721, a Czech munk from Klosterbruck Abbey (Moravia), Felix Heldres, discovers 

and uses the spring, and the name “Felix” is generalized with time for the entire 

resort. In Latin “felix” means happiness.  

 In 1731 the first analysis of the thermal waters and their curative, unique property, as 

we know them today, is made. 

 The first certification of the resort dates back to 1763 and contains a doctor’s notes on 

building a swimming pool.  

 The first building is constructed between1766-1772. 

 In 1771, the wooden pool is turned into a stone one.  

 The first building is constructed between 1766 and 1772. 

 The resort begins to develop after the first modern drilling from the Main Spring in 

1885. 

 The symbol of the resort, the thermal lily or the lotus flower (Nymphaea Lotus var. 

Thermalis), is discovered in 1789 by the botanist Pal  Kitaibel and named in 1908 by 

Janos Tuzson, which makes the resemblance to the Nile lily. In 1931, the plant is 

declared a natural monument. 

 Thanks to the thermal waters, Felix Spa and its little sister – 1 Mai Spa – see tourists 

flocking to visit them in the second half of the 19th century, thus becoming a new 

highly sought for therapeutic place. In recognition of its therapeutic qualities, the 

thermal waters in this area are awarded the gold medal and the honorary diploma at 

the World Exhibition in Paris, in 1896.  

 The first treatment facilities are built in mid-last century.  

 

 



OLD PHOTOS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Today, the nearly 30-hectare Felix Spa hosts eight big hotels, several guest houses 

and smaller hotels, lots of holiday villas, a medical recovery hospital. 

 Nowadays Felix Spa is the largest permanently functioning resort in Romania. 

 

Only two km away there lies 1 Mai Spa with Venus Swimming Pool, located in a green area 

and impressive by the special architecture and the arrangement of the swimming pools in the 

form of a lotus flower. The tourists may relax here in one of the 13 pools, ranging from the 

diving pool to the children’s pools and thermal pools.  

The thermal waters from 1 Mai resort were firstly used in the Middle Ages and that is why 

the village near the resort is named Haieu which means “hot water”. 
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